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Navigation Economic Technologies 


The purpose of the Navigation Economic Technologies (NETS) research program is to develop a standardized 
and defensible suite of economic tools for navigation improvement evaluation. NETS addresses specific 
navigation economic evaluation and modeling issues that have been raised inside and outside the Corps and is 
responsive to our commitment to develop and use peer-reviewed tools, techniques and procedures as expressed 
in the Civil Works strategic plan.  The new tools and techniques developed by the NETS research program are to 
be based on 1) reviews of economic theory, 2) current practices across the Corps (and elsewhere), 3) data needs 
and availability, and 4) peer recommendations.  

The NETS research program has two focus points: expansion of the body of knowledge about the economics 
underlying uses of the waterways; and creation of a toolbox of practical planning models, methods and 
techniques that can be applied to a variety of situations. 

Expanding the Body of Knowledge 

NETS will strive to expand the available body of knowledge about core concepts underlying navigation 
economic models through the development of scientific papers and reports.  For example, NETS will explore 
how the economic benefits of building new navigation projects are affected by market conditions and/or 
changes in shipper behaviors, particularly decisions to switch to non-water modes of transportation. The results 
of such studies will help Corps planners determine whether their economic models are based on realistic 
premises. 

Creating a Planning Toolbox 

The NETS research program will develop a series of practical tools and techniques that can be used by Corps 
navigation planners.  The centerpiece of these efforts will be a suite of simulation models.  The suite will include 
models for forecasting international and domestic traffic flows and how they may change with project 
improvements. It will also include a regional traffic routing model that identifies the annual quantities from each 
origin and the routes used to satisfy the forecasted demand at each destination. Finally, the suite will include a 
microscopic event model that generates and routes individual shipments through a system from commodity 
origin to destination to evaluate non-structural and reliability based measures. 

This suite of economic models will enable Corps planners across the country to develop consistent, accurate, 
useful and comparable analyses regarding the likely impact of changes to navigation infrastructure or systems. 

NETS research has been accomplished by a team of academicians, contractors and Corps employees in 
consultation with other Federal agencies, including the US DOT and USDA; and the Corps Planning Centers of 
Expertise for Inland and Deep Draft Navigation. 

For further information on the NETS research program, please contact: 

Mr. Keith Hofseth    Dr. John Singley 

NETS Technical Director NETS Program Manager
 
703-428-6468     703-428-6219
 

U.S. Department of the Army 
 Corps of Engineers 

Institute for Water Resources 
Casey Building, 7701 Telegraph Road 
Alexandria, VA  22315-3868 

The NETS program was overseen by Mr. Robert Pietrowsky, Director of the Institute for Water Resources.
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Construting statedpreferene experiments from a hoie that the 

respondent made in a revealedpreferene setting an enhane the re
alism of the statedpreferene task and the eÆay of preferene rev
elation. However, the pratie reates endogeneity in the attributes 

of the statedpreferene alternatives. \e desribe a general estima
tion method that aounts for the endogeneity and give speif exam
ples based on standard and mixed logit speifations of the revealed
preferene hoie. \e show onditions under whih standard esti
mation methods are onsistent despite the endogenity for one type 

of experimental design. \e illustrate the more general methodology 

through an appliation to shippers' hoie of route and mode along the 

Columbia/Snake River system. 

� We beneftted greatly from omments and suggestions by Eri Bradlow, Paul Burke, 

David Hensher, Jordan Louviere, Daniel MFadden, and John Rose. We are grateful 

for generous support from the Navigation Eonomi Tehnologies (NETS) program of the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Institute for Water Resoures, under the diretion of Keith 

Hofseth. 
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1 Introdution 

Stated-preferene hoie experiments are used extensively in eonomis, pub-

li poliy, marketing, and other felds; see Louviere et al, 2000, for an 

overview of the method and review of appliations. The standard way t h a t 

stated-preferenes are eliited is to onstrut hypothetial hoie situations. 

Eah situation onsists of two or more options from whih a survey re-

spondent is asked to hoose. The attributes of the options are varied over 

experiments to provide the variation needed for estimation of underlying 

preferene parameters. The stated-preferene (sp) data are often p o o l e d 

with data on hoies in atual market situations, alled revealed-preferene 

(rp) data, with extra parameters inluded to aount for diferenes aross 

the two types of data, suh as diferenes in the variane of unobserved 

fators. Examples inlude Ben-Akiva and Morikawa (1990), Hensher and 

Bradley (1993), and Hensher et al. (1999) within a logit speifation and 

Brownstone et al. (2000) and Bhat and Castelar (2002) using mixed logit. 

In standard sp experiments, the alternatives are onstruted without 

regard to the respondent's hoie in the rp setting. Reently, however, re-

searhers have begun to develop sp experiments that are onstruted on the 

basis of the respondent's rp hoie. For example, in examining route hoie, 

Rose et al. (2005) ask the respondent to desribe a reent trip. Hypothetial 

routes are onstruted with times and osts that are some amount a b o ve o r 

b e l o w those of the reent trip, and the respondent is then asked to hoose 

among these hypothetial routes. The reent trip with its observed times 

and ost might b e inluded under the label, e.g., "your reent trip". The 

proedure is alled "pivoting" sine the attributes in the sp experiment are 

reated by  hanging the attributes of the hosen rp alternative. Appliations 

inlude Hensher and Greene (2003), Hensher (2004, 2006), and Caussade et 

al. (2005).� 

The advantage of pivoting is that it reates more realism in the sp ex-

� 0ther studies, e.g., Hensher and Rose (2005), and Greene et al. (2006), have reated 

sp alternatives by  p i v oting of the rp alternatives, but do so in a way that is independent 

of whih rp alternative i s  hosen. The endogeneity  t h a t w e address in this paper is not 

an issue in this type of pivoting, sine the sp attributes do not depend on the rp hoie. 

However, the onepts in setion 2.2 an nevetheless b e used with these experimental 

designs to alulate probabilities for the sp hoies onditional on the rp hoie, with the 

unobserved attributes of eah rp alternative e n tering the utility of eah orresponding sp 

alternative. In fat, Bradley and Daly (2000) argue that unobserved attributes of the rp 

alternatives an arry over to the sp alternatives even in standard experiments where the 

sp attributes are onstruted without referene to the rp alternatives other than through 

the use of labels, suh as bus, rail, and ar. 
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periments by assuring that the alternatives are similar to that whih the 

respondent has experiened in a rp setting. It also provides greater spei

fity in the ontext of the sp hoie task, sine the respondent an think of 

the sp alternatives as being the same in unlisted attributes as the rp hoie 

from whih t h e sp alternatives were onstruted. For example, the respon

dent an think about his reent trip when hoosing among the alternative 

routes that are ofered in the sp experiment. This speifity, of ourse, 

means that unobserved fators in the rp setting an b e expeted to arry 

over to the sp hoie, onstituting a soure of endogeneity that needs to be 

addresssed in the eonometri analysis of the responses. 

The exat nature of the endogeneity is worth noting, sine its form af

fets the solution that we provide. In the rp setting, unobserved fators 

are usually assumed to b e independent of the observed attributes of eah 

alternative. However, sine the person's hoie depends on these unobserved 

fators as well as the observed variables, the unobserved fators are not inde

p e n d e n t of the attributes of the hosen rp alternative. vhen sp experiments 

are based on the hosen rp alternative, this nonindependene is inherited: 

any unobserved fators from the rp setting that arry forward to the sp 

experiments beome, by onstrution, nonindependent o f the attributes of 

the sp alternatives. The situation is analogous to standard timeseries re

gressions when lagged dependent v ariables (or, more preisely, v ariables that 

are funtions of the lagged dependent variable) are inluded as explanan

tory variables and errors are serially orrelated. The solution is to aount 

appropriately for the nonindependent distribution of unobserved fators in 

the sp hoie. 

The respondent ' s r p  hoie an be used to failitate sp revelation in more 

ways than have previously b e e n explored by researhers, perhaps beause 

of the endogeneity that is indued. Under standard utility maximization,� 

a person's rp hoie hanges only if the attributes of the hosen alternative 

beome worse or the attributes of a nonhosen alternative improve. Sp 

questions an be designed that hange the attributes of the rp alternatives 

in these diretions. For example, in a mode hoie situation, onsider a 

respondent who has hosen bus when ar, bus, and rail are available for the 

ommute to work. For the sp experiments, the respondent is asked suh 

questions as: "vould you still have hosen bus if the bus fare were $1.50 

instead of $1.00?' or "vould you have swithed to rail if the trains were 

10 minutes faster than they are now?' vhatever the respondent answers, 

information about preferenes is obtained, namely, that the value of the 

� though not neessarily for variety seeking behavior. 
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hange is greater or less than the original diferene in utility (mitigated by 

any new errors indued by the sp task.) 

These types of questions an b e onsidered a form of pivoting, where 

the diretion of the pivoting depends on the hosen rp alternative. How-
ever, they difer from the pivoted designs ited above in ways that afet 

the eonometris. To allow for ease of disussion, we all them "sp-of-rp" 

questions. There are two relevant diferenes. First, with the pivoted exper-

iments, the respondent faes whatever number of alternatives the researher 

onstruts and presents to the respondent in the sp task, whereas in sp-of-

rp questions the respondent faes the same number of alternatives in the sp 

task as in the rp task. Seond, and related to the frst, in sp-of-rp ques-

tions, there is a one-to-one orrespondene of the sp to the rp alternatives, 

whereas in the pivoted experiments ited above eah of the sp alternatives 

orresponds to either one rp alternative (the hosen one) or no speif rp 

alternative. This diferene afets the treatment of unobserved attributes, 

as we disuss below. 

The advantages of sp-of-rp questions are that they are easy for the re-

spondent to understand and ontain a realism that might not b e attained 

by either standard and pivoted sp experiments, sine respondents fae the 

same hoie situation with the same alternatives in the sp-of-rp questions 

as in the rp setting. Also, as stated above, by hanging attributes in the 

diretions that are needed to indue a hange in the respondent's rp hoie, 

the respondent's answer to eah sp-of-rp question neessarily reveals some 

information about preferenes. The disadvantages are that these questions 

might b e more subjet than standard and pivoted experiments to promi-

nene issues (by w h i  h asking about an attribute gives it more prominene 

in a respondent's deision than would our in a real-world hoie) and order 

bias (by w hih the order of the questions afet the response).3 

3 Fowkes and Shinghal (2002) have implemented an sp proedure, alled the Leeds 

Adaptive Stated Preferene LASP) method, that ombines pivot and sp-of-rp onepts. 

The hosen rp alternative is used as a base, like p i v oted experiments. A sequene of sp 

experiments is administered where an alternative that was favored in a previous experi-
ment is made worse and/or an alternative that was disfavored in a previous experiment 

is improved. This adaptation uses the onept of sp-of-rp questions but applies it to 

eah sp experiment based on previous experiments. Bradley and Daly (2000) disuss the 

endogenity that arises from the proedure when respondents' data are ombined for es-
timation, illustrating the inonsisteny through Monte Carlo simulations. Fowkes and 

Shinghal argue that when the method is applied separately to eah respondent to obtain 

eah respondent's own utility oeÆients, then endogeneity bias does not arise. Applia-
tions inlude Bergantino and Bolis (2006), Fowkes et al. (2003), and Shinghal and Fowkes 

(2002). 
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In this paper, we desribe eonometris that are appliable when sp ex-
periments are based on an rp hoie. To our knowledge, no previous study 

has expliitly delineated the impliations of the endogeneity inherent i n t h e 

these types of experiments or utilized estimation methods that aount for 

it.� ve g i v e general notation frst, followed by speif examples for sp-of-rp 

questions and pivoted experiments, using both fxed and random oeÆient 

utility speifations. ve show that under ertain onditions standard es-
timation methods are onsistent for pivoted experiments, despite the endo-
geneity. More generally, however, alternative proedures are required. ve 

illustrate the methods on data from sp-of-rp questions regarding shippers' 

hoie of route and mode on the Columbia/Snake  i  v  er system. 

2 Eonometris 

2.1 General speifation 

A

An agent faes J alternatives in an rp setting. The utility of eah alter-
native depends on observed variables, denoted Xj 

for alternative j (with 

the subsript for the agent omitted for simpliity), and unobserved random 

fators denoted olletively as r with density f(r). Utility of alternative 

j is denoted Uj 

(Xj  r  ), where the funtion Uj 

determines whih elements 

of r enter the utility for alternative j. Denote the hosen alternative as i 

and let Ai 

denote the set of r's that result in alternative i being hosen: 

i 

= {r I Ui(Xi r  ) > Uj 

(Xj  r  ) Yj  = i)}. The probability that the agent �
hooses alternative i is Pi 

= P   (r E Ai 

) = l(r E Ai 

)f(r) d r, where 

l(-) is an indiator of the event in parentheses ouring. The density of r 

onditional on alternative i b e in g  hosen is f(r I r E Ai 

) = l(r E Ai 

)f(r)/Pi 

. 

The researher presents the agent with a series of sp experiments in whih 

the attributes of the alternatives are onstruted on the basis of the agent's 

rp hoie. The researher onstruts T experiments, with attributes xj forXi

alternative j in experiment t based on alternative i having been hosen in 

the rp setting. The agent is asked to hoose among the alternatives in eah 

sp experiment. The agent's hoie an b e afeted by unobserved fators 

that did not arise in the rp setting, refeting, e.g., inattention by the agent 

to the task, pure randomness in the agent's responses, or other quixoti 

aspets of the sp hoies. These fators are labeled olletively as T with 

density g(T). The relative importane of these fators will be estimated, as 

� 0ther forms of endogeneity  i n  hoie models have been examined by, e.g., Rivers and 

Vuong (1988), Villas-Boas and Winer (1999), Berry et al. (2004), Blundell and Powell 

(2004), and Manhanda et al. (2004). 
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desribed below. The agent obtains utility w (  xj , c, T ) from alternative jjt tj 

in sp experiment t, where the funtion w determines whih elements of cjt 

and T enter this utility. vithout loss of generality, w e treat T as independent 

of c, sine any dependene an b e aptured by the funtion w t 

. In eah j 

experiment, the agent  hooses the alternative with the greatest utility. The 

hosen alternative in experiment t is denoted kt 

and vetor k = (k� 

, . . . , k r 

) 

ollets the sequene of sp hoies. 

ve desribe lassial estimation by maximum likelihood or maximum 

simulated likelihood. Bayesian estimation proedures an b e developed by 

adapting the methods in Albert and Chib (1993) and Allenby and Rossi 

(1999) with the onepts we develop here for lassial methods. The joint 

probability of the agent's rp hoie and sequene of sp hoies an b e ex-

pressed as the produt of the probability of the agent's rp hoie and the 

probability of the sp hoies onditional on the rp hoie. The probability 

of the rp hoie is the standard hoie model, Pj 

= P   (c E Aj), whose 

funtional form is determined by the density o f c. The probability of the sp 

hoies onditional on alternative · b e i n g  hosen in the rp setting is: 

� � 

Pklj 

= P   (k I c E Aj) = �(T E Bklj(c))�(T)�(c I c E Aj) d T dc (1) 

where Bklj(c) is the set of T's that, given c, give rise to the agent's sequene 

of sp hoies. That is, 

Bklj(c) = {T I wkt 

t(  xjkt 

t, c, T )  wjt 

(  xjj t 

, c, T ) Yj  = kt, Yt}. 

The joint probability o f the agent's rp and sp hoies, whih e n ters the 

log-likelihood funtion for maximum likelihood estimation, is: 

� � � 

Pkj 

= �(c E Aj)�(c) d c � �(T E Bklj(c))�(T)�(c I c E Aj) d T dc. (�) 

Speif models are obtained by speifying distributions for c and T and 

funtional forms for U and w . 

2.2 Sp-of-rp 

ve desribe sp-of-rp experiments frst beause the one-to-one orrespon-

dene between sp and rp alternatives failitates notation and speifation. 

Fixed parameters logit 

Let Uj 

( j 

, c ) =   j 

+ cj 

where cj 

is iid extreme value with unit sale. The 

j j 

trp hoie is, therefore, a standard logit. Let w t 

(  xj t 

, c, T ) =   xjj t 

+ cj 

+ Tj , 
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where the subsript j on Ej 

refers to the orresponding alternative in the 

rp setting. Under this speifation, the agent evaluates eah sp alternative 

using the same utility oeÆients and same Ej 

as in the rp situation,5 but 

with the addition of a new error to aount for quixoti aspets of the sp task. 

Let 'j t 

b e iid extreme value with sale (1/o). A large value of parameter 

o indiates that there are few quixoti aspets to the sp hoies and that 

the agent hooses essentially the same as he would in a rp situation under 

the new attributes. Utility an be equivalently expressed as lj t 

( ixij t E '  )  

o(fixij t 

+ Ej 

) + 'j t 

where now 'j t 

is iid extreme value with unit sale. The 

sp hoies are, therefore, standard logits with Ej 

as an extra explanatory 

variable. Sine the Ej 

's are not observed, these logits must b e integrated 

over their onditional distribution, as follows. 

The probability of alternative kt 

in sp experiment t, onditional on  
being hosen in the rp hoie is: 

� �
P�t 

li  P � � � o(fixi 

�t 

t 

+ E�t 

) + '�t 

t  o  (fixi 

j t 

+ Ej 

) + 'j t  j   kt  t  f x i 

+ Ei  f  x  j 

+ Ej j    

 

 
e
�����

   
���  

� 

j 

e����
� 

j 
���j

 (E  f x i 

+ Ei  f  x  j 

+ Ej j    ) d E (3) 

This probability is a mixed logit, mixed over the onditional density of 

E.6 It an b e simulated by taking draws of E from its onditional density, 

alulating the logit probability for eah d ra w, and averaging the results. 

Draws of E from its onditional density are easy to obtain, given the 

onvenient form of the onditional density of extreme value deviates. In 

partiular, the density o f Ei 

onditional on alternative  being hosen in the 

rp setting is extreme value with mean shifted up by -  (Pi 

) ( A n a s a n d  eng, 

1988.) A draw i s o b t a i n e d a s -  (Pi)-   (-  ({)) where { is a draw from a 

uniform between zero and one. Conditional on Ei 

and on  b e i n g  hosen, the 

density o f e a  h Ej  j    is extreme value trunated above a t f x i 

- f x j 

+ Ei 

. 

A draw is obtained as   (-  (m(Ei){)), where { is a draw from a uniform 

b e t ween zero and one, and m(Ei)  exp(-exp(-(f x i 

- f x j 

+ Ei 

)). Details 

are given in the appendix. Sine draws of E are onstruted analytially from 

draws from a uniform (as opposed to by aept-rejet methods), variane 

redution proedures an readily b e applied, suh as Halton draws (Bhat, 

2001, Train, 2003), (t,m,s)-nets (Saandor and Train, 2003), and modifed 

Latin hyperube sampling (Hess et al, 2004.) 

5 The hypothesis that the same utility oeÆients apply an be tested as well as whether 

Ej 

enters utility in the sp hoie. 

6 See Train, 2003, Ch. 6 for a desription of mixed logit with historial referenes. 
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Combining these results, and using the independene of 'jt 

over t, the 

probability of the agent's rp hoie and the sequene of sp hoies is: 

� 

i� � 
fxe


Pki 

= L�li(c)   L  T li(c) f(c I f i 

+ci 

> f j 

+c  ) d c�  (�)
j 

'j = i
fx 1ej 

where 

afxxi +a:     

Ltli(c) = 

e
  

j 

eafxx1
i 

 +a:1

This probability is simulated by t a k i n g d r a ws of c from its onditional den-

sity as desribed above, alulating the produt of logits within brakets for 

eah draw, averaging the results, and then multiplying by the logit proba-

bility of the rp hoie. 

Note that as o   the simulator for the probability o f the sp hoies 

approahes an aept-rejet simulator based on the respondent's utility fun-

tion in the rp setting with no additional errors (MFadden, 1989; Train, 

2003, setions 5.6.2 and 6.5). Seen in this light, for large o, the logit formula 

for the sp-of-rp hoies an b e seen as a smoothed aept-rejet simulator 

based on the true utility f  ij t 

+ cj 

, whose purpose is to improve n umerial 

optimization rather than having a behavioral interpretation. 

Random oeÆients logit 

Utility is as above exept that f is now random with density h(f) that 

depends on parameters (not given in the notation) that represent, e.g., the 

mean and variane of f. Defne Ai(f) = {c I f i 

+ ci 

> f j 

+ cj 

'j  = ii. 

Then the probability for the rp hoie is 

I I 

Pi 

= P   (c E Ai(f))h(f) d f = Li(f)h(f) d f, (5) 

 

where Li(f) = 

 e i . This is a standard mixed logit. The density of  1
 

1
 

e

f onditional on i being hosen is h(f I f i 

+ ci 

> f j 

+ c  j 

'j = i) = 

Li(f)h(f)/Pi 

. 

For the sp hoies, let Ltli(c, f) be the same as Ltli(c) defned above b u t 

with f treated as an argument. The probability of the sequene of sp hoies 

onditional on the rp hoie is 

I I
Pkli 

= Llli(c, f)   L  T li(c, f)f(c I c E Ai(f))h(f I f i 

+ ci 

> f j 

+ cj 

'j  = i) d f dc 

I I 

= Llli(c, f)   L  T li(c, f)f(c I c E Ai(f))Li(f)h(f) d f dc/Pi (6) 
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The probability o f the rp hoie and the sequene of sp hoies is Pi 

times 

expression 6, whih g i v es: 

� 

�� 

� 

P�i 

= ��li(E f) � � � � � li(E f)� (E � E � �i(f)) dE �i(f)�(f) d f� (�) 

This probability is simulated by 

1. Draw a value of f from its unonditional density. 

2. Calulate the logit probability for the rp hoie using this f. 

3. Draw n umerous values of E from its onditional density given f using 

the method desribed above. Calulate the produt of logit formulas 

for the sp hoies for eah d r aw o f E and average the results. 

4. Multiply the result from step 3 by the result from step 2. 

5. Repeat steps 1-4 numerous times and average the results. 

In theory, only one draw in step 3 is required for eah draw in step 1; 

however, taking more than one draw in step 3 improves auray for eah 

draw of f and is relatively inexpensive from a omputational perspetion. 

Variane redution proedures, as given above, an be applied in steps 1 and 

3. 

2.3 Pivoted experiments 

In pivoted experiments, eah sp alternative orrespondents either to the 

hosen rp alternative or to no speif rp alternative, depending on how the 

respondent views the sp alternatives. ve onsider eah possibility. 

Fixed oeÆients logit 

Utility in the rp setting is the same as above: Uj 

(Xj  E  ) = fX j 

+ Ej 

where 

Ej 

is iid extreme value with unit sale. The attributes of eah alternative 

j in experiment t are onstruted from the attributes of hosen rp alterna-

tive · (rather than from rp alternative j as for the sp-of-rp experiments). 

Let us frst assume that the respondent evaluates eah sp alternative uti-

lizing the unobserved attributes of its hosen rp alternative, Ei. That is, 

let lj ( Xxi
j  E '  ) = ofXxi

j + oEi 

+ 'j . This is the same as for rp-of-

sp experiments exept that now the same Ei 

enters lj for all j whereas 

with sp-of-rp experiments a diferent Ej 

enters eah lj . Sine only difer-

enes in utility matter, utility an b e equivalently expressed without Ei 

as 
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jWjt 

(  ijt E '  ) = of ijj t 

+ 'jt 

. The probability o f the sp hoie is a standard 

logit, whih an be estimated with standard estimation methods. The endo

geneity of the sp attributes takes a form that anels out of the behavioral 

model. Using just the sp data, the produt of is identifed, suh that utility 

parameters f that determine rp hoies are estimated up to a sale fator. 

If the sp data are pooled with the rp data, then o and f are separately 

identfed. 

Often pivoted experiments inlude the hosen rp alternative with its un

hanged attributes as one of the sp alternatives, with this alternative labeled, 

e.g., "your reent trip". In this situation, the respondent m i g h t e v aluate this 

alternative using the unobserved attributes of the hosen alternative in the 

rp setting and, yet, evaluate the other sp alternatives without using these 

unobserved attributes. That is, the respondent might use Ej 

in evaluating 

the sp alternative that is the same as the hosen rp alternative but not 

for the other sp alternatives. In this ase, utility of the sp alternatives is 

j jWjt 

(  ijt E '  ) = of ijt 

+ oÆjj 

Ej 

+ 'jt 

, w here Æjj 

= 1 if sp alternative j is the 

same as rp alternative ·, and = 0 otherwise. Sine Ej 

enters only one of the 

sp alternatives, it does not drop out of utility diferenes. The probability 

of the respondent  hoosing sp alternative kt 

given that the respondent  hose 

rp alternative · is: 

� ���� ��Æ�� 
� �� 

��
� = �(E � f j 

+ E � f j 

+ Ej 

�j �= ·) d E (8)�t 

lj 

� j j j
���� ��Æ� � � ��

� 

where the summation over e is over the sp alternatives. This is the same 

as the hoie probability for spofrp experiments exept that Ej 

is replaed 

with Æjj 

Ej 

. Estimation is performed the same as desribed above for sp

ofrp experiments, by drawing from the onditional distribution of Ej 

. The 

hypothesis that respondents utilize Ej 

in all sp alternatives (or none) an be 

tested by determining whether Æjj 

Ej 

enters the sp hoie probability signif

antly. 

Given that this estimation is more diÆult than standard logit esti

mation, it is perhaps advisable for the researher to put speial efort into 

assuring that the respondent uses the same unobserved attributes when eval

uating the sp alternatives, whether or not the alternative is labeled as, e.g., 

"your last trip." For example, the researher might instrut the respondent 

to suppose that all the sp alternatives are the same as the respondent's last 

trip exept in regard to the attributes that are listed. However, results by 

Huber and MCann (1982), Feldman and Lynh (1988), Broniarhzyk and 

Alba (1994) and Bradlow et al (2004), e.g., suggest that respondents might 

not be able or willing to do so even when instruted. 
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3 

Random oeÆients logit 

Assume that the respondent does indeed use Ei 

in evaluating all of the sp 

experiments, suh that it does not enter utility diferenes. Under this as-

sumption, random oeÆient speifations for pivoted experiments an b e 

estimated with standard mixed logit estimation routines, as long as the sp 

data are pooled with the rp data. Estimation on sp data alone is inonsistent 

when oeÆients are random sine the onditional distribution of oeÆients 

(i.e., onditional on the rp hoie) difers over respondents and annot b e 

alulated without the rp data. Using the notation above, f has unon-

ditional density h(f), and its density onditional on rp alternative i being 

hosen is Li(f)h(f)/Pi 

. The probability of sp alternative kt 

onditional on 

rp alternative i b ein g hosen is: 

 ��   �
    

 h(f � f� i 

� Ei 

� f� j 

� Ej 

�� � ) d f i
 �

P�t 

li �
   �� �

 ��   �
    

 Li(f)h(f) d f /P (9)�  � 

i 
   �� �

The rp data are required for alulation of this sp hoie probability, sine 

the onditional density o f f is a funtion of Li(f). The joint probability o f 

the sp and rp hoies is a standard mixed logit (the above formula multiplied 

by Pi 

, thereby anelling the division by Pi 

), whih an b e estimated with 

standard software. 

If the respondent utilizes Ei 

in evaluating one sp alternative but not the 

others, and utility oeÆients are random, then the joint probability o f sp 

and rp hoies is the same as for rp-of-sp experiments exept that Ej 

is 

replaed by Æji 

Ei 

. 

Appliation: Route and mode hoie on the 

Columbia/Snake River 

As an illustration of methodology, we examine agriultural shippers in the 

Paif Northwest using sp-of-rp questions. Eastern vashington is one of 

the primary wheat produing regions in the U.S. and has the largest wheat-

produing ounty, vhitman Country, in the United States (Jessup and Casa-

vant, 2004a.) The region has an interonneted transportation system that 

onsists of a series of rail lines and the Columbia-Snake  i  v  er basin. Nearly 

all of the wheat travels to oean terminals loated in or near Portland, Ore-
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gon. Our analysis examines the mode and route hoie of shippers in this 

area, given that the destination is Portland. 

A s u rv ey of warehouses was onduted in Otober of 2004 by the Soial 

and Eonomi Sienes Researh Center at vashington State University. 

Details of the survey instrument and sampling methodology are given by 

Jessup and Casavant (2004b). The survey was pre-tested and reviewed by 

aademis and target survey reipients. The survey inluded both grain and 

non-grain shippers. Grain shippers represent the bulk of the population 

(over 80 perent) and the bulk of the respondents (over 85 perent). Only 

two of the survey reipients refused to partiipate in the survey. Responses 

were obtained for 181 warehouses, whih onstitutes 46 perent of the 391 

eligible warehouses in the area. 

Shippers were asked to provide information on the last shipment that 

they had made. Six alternatives onstitute the universe of alternatives avail-

able to shippers in the area, with eah individual shipper faing a subset of 

these six: 

1. truk t o P aso and barge to Portland 

2. truk to another barge port and barge to Portland 

3. rail to Portland 

4. truk to a rail terminal and rail to Portland 

5. barge to Portland 

6. other. 

Shippers were asked whih of these options were available to them and 

whih one they used for their last shipment. For eah available option, 

respondents were also asked to provide rates, transit times and reliability 

measures. Transit times were speifed to inlude the sheduling, waiting 

time for equipment, and travel time. Reliability was measured by asking 

the shippers to estimate the perentage of time that shipments like this ar-

rive "on-time" at the fnal destination. These data onstitute the rp data 

for the analysis. 

Table 1 provides summary statistis on the the responses by option. As 

expeted, the rate per ton-mile by barge to Portland is the lowest of all op-

tions. It is somewhat unexpeted that the transit-times are also lowest for 

barge. However, transit times inlude sheduling and waiting for equipment, 

and multi-modal shipments require added sheduling, waiting for equipment, 

12 



Table 1: Revealed Choie Data 

Option N Available Choie Rate per Time Relia-

perent perent ton-mile days bility 

Truk to P aso-Barge to Portland 120 61.3 7.3 5.0 11.2 77.3 

Truk to P ort-Barge to Portland 107 54.7 32.7 4.2 4.1 90.5 

Rail to Portland 65 33.4 16.1 3.7 10.4 63.2 

Truk to Rail-Rail to Portand 95 50.9 13.7 4.2 11.3 73.0 

Barge to Portland 22 12.3 8.3 2.6 1.1 88.1 

Other 12 11.8 21.9 13.1 4.4 90.1 

et. Finally, m o vements that involve barge-only or a truk-barge ombina-

tion yield the most reliable servie, while railroad-alone and truk-rail entail 

the lowest reliability. 

The respondents were asked a series of sp-of-rp questions. Eah shipper 

was frst asked whih option they would have  hosen for their last shipment i f 

the option they did hoose had been unavailable for some reason.7 Then eah 

shipper was asked if they would stay with their original hoie or swith t o 

this next-best alternative if the rate on their hosen option were � perent 

higher, where � was random seleted from 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60.8 

Similar questions were asked for an inrease in transit time and a derease in 

reliability. About two-thirds (68 perent) of the responses to these questions 

were that the respondent w ould swith, with the swithing rate being higher 

for the rate hanges than the time and reliability  hanges.Y 

Table 2 gives the estimated parameters of a standard logit model that 

was estimated on the rp data alone. The estimated oeÆients of rate, 

time, and reliability all take the expeted signs, and the rate and reliability 

oeÆients are signifant a t the 95 p e r  e n t onfdene level. The ratios of 

7 0ver a quarter of the respondents (51) reported that they have no alternatives; this 

fairly larger share of reportedly aptive shippers was also found in an analysis of Upper 

Mississippi river shippers (Train and Wilson, 2004). 

8 An important area for future researh is the optimal design of sp-of-rp questions. 

Burgess and Street (2005) and Rose (2005), e.g., desribe eÆient designs for standard sp 

experiments, and Rose et al. (2005) desribe eÆient design of pivoted sp experiments. 

Similar onepts applied to sp-of-rp questions an be expeted to inrease eÆieny rel-
ative to randomly seleted hanges in attibutes. 

9 If the respondent said that they would not swith i n re s p o n s e to e a  h of the questions, 

then the identifation of the next-best alternative  was not utilized in estimation. That is, 

we used the estimation method desribed in setion 2, whih utilizes the hosen alternative 

in the rp setting and the alternative  hosen in response to eah sp-of-rp question. The 

method an be extended of ourse to aount for any ranking of the rp hoies that the 

respondent  p ro vides, by  o m bining the methods in setion 7.3 of Train, 2003, with the 

speifation here. 
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Table 2: Fixed CoeÆients Logit Model of Route/Mode Choie
 

Estimated on rp data only.
 

Explanatory variable Estimated parameter Standard error t-stat 

Rate, in dollars per ton -0.1252 0.0633 1.977 

Time, in days -0.0342 0.0320 1.070 

Reliability 0.0322 0.0114 2.839 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  1  -1.7421 0.5579 3.123 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  3  1.0753 0.5103 2.107 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  4  -0.6748 0.3963 1.703 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  5  -0.4564 0.7818 0.584 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  6  -0.5962 1.0561 0.565 

Mean log likelihood at onvergene -0.838280 

oeÆients imply that a day of extra transit time is onsidered equivalent 

to about 27 ents per ton in higher rates and that dereasing reliability b y 1 

perentage point is onsidered equivalent t o 2 6  e n ts per ton in higher rates. 

These two estimated values being nearly the same seems unreasonable. First, 

note that, absent risk aversion, the expeted value of a one perent inrease 

in the hane of a one-day delay is 1/100 the expeted value of one day 

of extra transit time. vhile unexpeted delays an b e more burdensome 

than an antiipated inrease in transit time, and the delay m a y be for more 

than a day, it seems doubtful that these fators are suÆient t o  o u n terat 

the 100-fold diferene in these expeted values. Seond, previous studies 

on shippers' values (Shinghal and Fowkes, 2002, and Bergantino and Bolis, 

2005) have found that that a day o f t i m e s a vings is worth more than a one 

perent redution in the hane of delay. 

Table 3 gives the estimated parameters of a fxed-oeÆients logit esti-

mated on the ombined rp and sp hoies. Simulation was performed with 

1000 pseudo-random draws of the onditional extreme value terms, with 

diferent draws for eah observation. As expeted, the level of signifane 

for the oeÆients of rate, time, and reliability rise onsiderably. The sale 

parameter o is estimated to be about 5.6, whih implies that the standard 

deviation of the additional unobserved portion of utility that afets the sp 

hoies is less than a ffth as large as the standard deviation of unobserved 

utility in t h e r p  hoies. As disussed above, if there were no quixoti aspets 

to the sp hoies suh that the respondent a n s w ered the same as in the rp 

setting with the hanged attributes, then the standard deviation would b e 

zero (o unbounded high.) The relatively small estimated standard deviation 

implies that respondents were apparently paying areful attention to the sp 

tasks and answering similarly to how t h e y w ould behave in the rp setting. 
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Table 3: Fixed CoeÆients Logit Model of Route/Mode Choie
 

Estimated on rp and sp-of-rp data.
 

Explanatory variable Estimated parameter Standard error t-stat 

Rate, in dollars per ton -0.2086 0.0371 5.625 

Time, in days -0.1483 0.0233 6.356 

Reliability 0.0282 0.0046 6.127 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  1  -0.1037 0.3378 0.307 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  3  0.9921 0.3965 2.502 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  4  -0.1021 0.3073 0.332 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  5  -0.9890 0.0775 1.276 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  6  -0.9287 1.0711 0.867 

Sale of additional sp errors (o) 5.5874 1.6223 3.444 

Mean log likelihood at onvergene -2.34026 

The relative v alues of time and reliability seem more reasonable when the 

sp data are utilized. In partiular, the value of time rises from 27 to 71 ents 

per ton, and the value of reliability drops from 26 to 14 ents per ton. The 

magnitudes of these hanges, though large from a poliy perspetive, are 

not unreasonable given the standard errors in Table 2. In fat, the hanges 

onfrm the purpose of utilizing sp data, whih is to augment rp data when 

t h e r p d a t a  o n tain insuÆient v ariation to estimate parameters preisely. 

ve next examine a random oeÆients speifation. The time and re

liability  o e Æ  i e n ts are speifed to be distributed normally with ensoring 

at zero.�0 That is, the oeÆient of time is speifed as min(0 P  2 

) where 

P2 

is normally distributed with mean and standard deviation that are esti

mated; and the oeÆient of reliability i s max(0 P  3 

) with normal P3 

. This 

speifation assures that the time and reliability oeÆients have the ex
peted sign throughout their support. Also, by having a mass at zero, the 

speifation allows for the possibility that some shippers do not are about 

time or reliability (at least within the ranges that are relevant.) The rate 

oeÆient is held fxed, following Goett et al (2000) and Hensher et al., 

(2005b,), whih implies that the distribution of the value of time and relia

bility is simply the distribution of these variables' oeÆients saled by the 

fxed prie oeÆient.11 

�0 See Train and Sonnier, 2005, for a disussion and appliation of ensored normals and 

other distributions with bounded support within mixed logit models. 

11 Ruud (1996) points out that a random oeÆients model with all random oeÆients 

is nearly unidentifed empirially, espeially with only one or a few observed hoies per 

agent, sine only ratios of oeÆients are behaviorally meaningful. Holding the prie 

oeÆient fxed assists with empirial identifation. Train and Weeks (2005) disuss 

reasons for and against holding the prie oeÆient fxed and ompare estimation methods 
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vhen we attempted to estimate the random oeÆients model with all 

parameters free, the value of o rose without bound in the iterative maxi

mization proess. This result, taken at fae value, implies that no additional 

errors enter the sp hoies, beyond the unobserved portion of utility in the rp 

hoies. Sine a bounded o was obtained with the fxed oeÆients model, 

the unbounded value in the random oeÆients model implies that difer

enes in oeÆients aount for the sp responses that seem quixoti in a 

fxed oeÆients model. That is, sp responses that appear quixoti when 

all shippers are assumed to have the same oeÆients for rate, time and 

reliability are found not atually to b e quixoti when shippers are allowed 

to have diferent oeÆients. 

Table 4 gives the estimated parameters for a random oeÆients model 

with o set at 10. Simulation was performed with 1000 draws of the ran

dom oeÆients and 10 draws of the extreme value terms for eah draw 

of the random oeÆients (for 10,000 draws of the extreme value terms in 

total for eah observation.) As desribed above, the large value of o an 

b e i n terpreted as providing a logitsmoothed aeptrejet simulator of the 

probability of the sp hoies, whih aids numerial maximization without 

refeting the existene of any additional errors. The estimated mean value 

of time is $1.34 per ton with a standard deviation of 0.89, and the estimated 

mean value of reliability i s 1 6  e n ts with a standard deviation of 7.2 ents.�� 

The mean value of time is higher than that obtained with fxed oeÆients 

($1.34 versus $0.71), while the mean value of reliability is about the same 

(16 ents versus 14 ents.) Fewer than 9 perent of shippers are estimated 

not to are about transit time (i.e., the mass at zero is less than 0.09), and 

fewer than 2 perent are estimated not to are about reliability. 

4 Conlusion 

ve have desribed estimation methods based on fxed and random oeÆ

ients logit speifations for sp experiments that are onstruted from the 

respondent's rp hoie. The method is illustated on the hoie of mode and 

route by shippers in the Paif Northwest. It is found to perform well, 

giving expeted results and providing an improvement over the use of rp 

data alone. An instrutive next step will b e to implement standard, piv

when the prie oeÆient is random. 

�� These statistis are unonditional moments, i.e., for the population as a whole. Mo
ments onditional on eah shipper's hoies an  e  alulated using the proedures in 

Train (2003, Ch. 11.) 
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Table 4: Random CoeÆients Logit Model of Route/Mode Choie
 

Estimated on rp and sp-of-rp data.
 

Sale of sp hoies held at o 10 .
 

Parameter Estimate Standard error t-stat 

Rate -0.2325 0.0306 7.610 

Time: mean -0.3031 0.0603 5.027 

Time: standard deviation 0.2235 0.0648 3.448 

Reliability: mean 0.03674 0.0054 6.756 

Reliability: standard deviation 0.0170 0.0045 3.777 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  1  -0.2006 0.3734 0.537 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  3  1.1227 0.4326 2.595 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  4  -0.3469 0.3759 0.923 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  5  -1.2563 0.7883 1.594 

Constant  fo  r  a  lt  5  -0.9684 1.1192 3.448 

Mean log likelihood at onvergene -2.22959 

oted, and sp-of-rp questions in the same setting and ompare results aross 

the three methods. Of ourse, the use of one method does not prelude the 

others, and researhers an, if they wish, use two or three of the methods in 

a g i v en setting, adapting the estimation methods in this paper aordingly 

to aount for pooling of the various sp data. 
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Appendix: The density of extreme value errors on

ditional on the hosen alternative 

Domenih and MFadden (1975), Ben-Akiva (1976) and villiams (1977) 

give the distribution of max(Uj , j = 1,  ,  ) when eah Uj 

is distributed 

extreme value. Anas and Feng (1977) build u p o n these results to derive 

the distribution of Ui 

given that Ui  j 

Yj  U = i, whih, when the observed 

portion of utility is subtrated, gives the onditional density o f ci 

onditional 

on i b e i n g hosen. However, Anas and Feng's result is not widely known, 

and, though the extension is straightforward suh that their work an b e 

onsidered to provide the entire onditional density, they do not expliitly 

desribe the onditional density o f Uj 

for nonhosen alternatives j  = i. ve 

therefore thought that it might be useful to provide a derivation here. 

For notational onveniene, let the hosen alternative b e i =  1  .  Utility 

is Uj 

= Vj 

+ cj 

for j = 1 ,  ,  , where cj 

is iid extreme value with density 

f(cj) = exp(-exp(-cj))exp(-cj) and distribution F (cj) = exp(-exp(-cj)). 

ve want to draw from the distribution of c = (c� 

,  , c  f ) onditional on �falternative 1 b e i n g  hosen. Defne V�j 

= V� 

-Vj 

and D� 

= j�� 

exp(-V�j). 

Denote by A� 

the set of c's for whih cj  V  �j 

+ c� 

suh that alternative 1 

is hosen. The logit hoie probability i s P� 

= P (c E A�) = 1 /D� 

. 

The joint density of c onditional alternative 1 b e i n g  hosen is: 

f(c�)   f  (cf) I(c E A� 

)
f(c  c E A�) = = D� 

f(c� 

)   f  (cf) I(c E A� 

),
P� 

where I(-) is an indiator that the statement in parentheses is true. The 

marginal density o f c� 

onditional on alternative 1 b e i n g  hosen is then 

�
f(c�  c E A� 

) = f(c  c E A�) d c�   dcf
1� 

,...,1J 

= D� 

f(c� 

)F (V�� 

+ c�)   F  (V�f 

+ c�) 

= D� 

exp(-D� 

exp(-c�))exp(-c�) 

suh that its onditional distribution is F (c�  c E A�) = exp(-D� 

exp(-c�)) 
A draw is obtained from this distribution by taking a draw, {, from a uniform 

distribution between 0 and 1 and alulating the inverse of this distribution 

funtion, that is, c� 

=   (D�)-   (-  ({)). The draws are the same as from 

an unonditional extreme value distribution, but with the mean raised by

  (D�) = -  (P�) 
Draws of the other errors are then onditioned on the draw of c�. The 
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density o f (c� 

,  , c  J ) onditional on cI 

and on alternative 1 b e i n g  hosen is 

f(cI)f(c2)   f  (cJ) · l(c E AI)
f (c2,  , c  J  c E AI, c I)  

PI 

· f(cI  c E AI)

f(c2)   f  (cJ) · l(c E AI)
  

F (VI2 

+ cI)   F  J 

+ cI)(VI

The marginal density of cj 

, j > 1 (i.e., marginal over ck 

Yk   1  , j), ondi

tional on alternative 1 b e i n g  hosen and on cI, is then 

F (VI2 

+ cI)   f  (cj)   F  (VI < Ij 

+ cI)J 

+ cI) l(cj 

V
f (cj  c E AI, c I)  

F (VI2 

+ cI)   F  (VIj 

+ cI)   F  (VIJ 

+ cI)

f(cj) l(cj 

< VIj 

+ cI)
 

F (VIj 

+ cI) 

F (ci 

) exp(�exp(�ci 

))
with distribution F (cj  c E AI, c I)   �i 

+c� 

))) 

for
F ( �i 

+c� 

)  exp(�exp(�(

cj 

< VIj 

+ cI. A draw is obtained by taking a draw, /, from a uni

form b e t ween 0 and 1 and alulating cj    (-  (m(cI) · /)), where 

m(cI)  exp(-exp(-(VIj 

+cI))). This is the same as taking a draw from an 

unonditional extreme value distribution trunated from above a t VIj 

+ cI. 
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The NETS research program is developing a series of 
practical tools and techniques that can be used by 
Corps navigation planners across the country to 
develop consistent, accurate, useful and comparable 
information regarding the likely impact of proposed 
changes to navigation infrastructure or systems. 

The centerpiece of these efforts will be a suite of simulation models. This suite will include: 

x� A model for forecasting iinternational and domestic traffic flows and how they may be 

affected by project improvements. 

x� A rregional traffic routing model that will identify the annual quantities of commodities 

coming from various origin points and the routes used to satisfy forecasted demand at 
each destination. 

x� A microscopic event model that will generate routes for individual shipments from 

commodity origin to destination in order to evaluate non-structural and reliability 
measures. 

As these models and other tools are finalized they will be available on the NETS web site:

    http://www.corpsnets.us/toolbox.cfm  

The NETS bookshelf contains the NETS body of knowledge in the form of final reports, 
models, and policy guidance. Documents are posted as they become available and can be 
accessed here:

    http://www.corpsnets.us/bookshelf.cfm  

http://www.corpsnets.us/bookshelf.cfm
http://www.corpsnets.us/toolbox.cfm
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